





































• Size of signature database cannot scale in future
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Embedded Malware 



















• An n gram is a sequence of n symbols in a given sequence  ‐                  
3-gram 
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Whole file n‐gram analysis     
1-gram benign PDF 1-gram infected PDF
Whole file, 1-gram analysis DOES NOT show significant perturbations /
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Block wise 1‐gram analysis     
Calculate Mahanalobis distance between benign model and             
given file in a block wise manner (blocksize = 1000bytes)
Benign model distribution is:
• average byte value frequency     
• their standard deviation
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Block wise 1‐gram analysis     
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Block wise 2‐gram analysis     
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Analysis of results   







Advantage of Conditional Distribution     
Reduction in sample space     
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From Conditional Distribution to 
k hMar ov C ain
A conditional distribution can be directly mapped to a                 
Markov chain 









Markov n‐gram Model   












Sum of sampled entropy rate distributions approach Gaussianity*             
Threshold selected at µ ± 5σ (99.99%)
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TP rate 63.8 95.0 31.2
FP rate 32.3 0.2 32.1
JPG
TP rate 76.3 95.4 19.1
FP rate 35.7 2.7 33.0
PDF
TP rate 75.4 84.5 9.1
FP rate 46.8 31.8 15.0
ZIP
TP rate 60.0 90.4 30.4
FP rate 29.9 8.3 21.6
EXE
TP rate 54.1 84.9 30.8
FP t 47 3 16 7 10 6
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 ra e . . .
DOC
TP rate 65.6 66.3 0.7
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